Legendary College of DuPage Football Coach Bob MacDougall Dies at 77

Bob MacDougall, NJCAA Football Coach of the Year, who recorded 174 wins during his 21 seasons as head coach of the Chaparrals, has died. He was 77.
During his 21 seasons at College of DuPage, from 1976-1996, MacDougall built the Chaparrals into a perennial NJCAA powerhouse, setting the NJCAA all-time football-winning streak of 36 games.

Read About MacDougall's COD Legacy >

COD Will Host Alumnus' Final Museum Show

The Cleve Carney Museum of Art launches its 2021-22 season on October 16 with work from celebrated Chicago artist and COD alumnus Tony Fitzpatrick. His exhibition, Jesus of Western Avenue, will feature over 60 recent works and runs through January 31, 2022.

Learn More and Get Tickets >

Alumni Celebrate STEM Week at COD

COD alumni will be featured prominently when the College hosts a series of free virtual events during STEM Week, Monday, Oct. 11, to Saturday, Oct. 16.

On Tuesday, Oct. 12, alumna and COD Board of Trustees Chair, Maureen Dunne will lead a panel of alumni in a discussion about why they chose COD to start their education in STEM. And on Wednesday, Oct. 13, COD's Twitter feed will be taken over by COD alumni who are working in STEM fields around the world.
COD Alumnus Creates Vaccination Video

Alumnus Ryan Jolly is promoting the COVID-19 vaccine through a short animated film that he created as part of Arts Alliance Illinois' “Vax to Get Back” campaign. The project, “Breath of Fresh Air,” currently is playing in suburban movie theaters that are part of the Classic Cinemas chain.

5 Reasons to Connect with COD Alumni on LinkedIn

1. Get notifications of upcoming campus and alumni events
2. Learn about the achievements of your fellow alumni
3. Share your own accomplishments with the COD alumni community
4. Discover the latest news at College of DuPage
5. Build a strong professional network of COD alumni

Connect with COD Alumni on LinkedIn
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